2023/03/10 Meeting

2023/03/10, 2023/04/14 Meetings

- Demonstration of Single Sign on and My Portal
- Cloud hosting of Ellucian Applications: No customization will be affected. Remember: local hardware is moving to end-of-life. All of our cloud options have plusses and minuses with Oracle's with the greatest advantage. Hosting cloud allows for better security and resilience in case of a disaster.
- Zoom app email going out 3/10/2023
- Zonemail to MyCollege email: Currently, 50,000 emails exist (after fraudulent purge), so converting to MyCollege email needs to be done carefully. Zonemail domain will not yet be changed because of these types of issues. Canvas email changes will not be affected
- Guided pathways: status given by Woods
- Early stages in our degree works migration
- Multi-Factor Authentication being tested at district. Will not hit students any time soon
- My-Portal: Started provisioning students, and are working through snags. Gmail for admin accounts only allows 2,000 messages per day (anti-spamming feature).
- IT Staffing: Total cost of ownership. Hardware is getting more efficient to manage - virtual servers for example. More staff was needed ten years ago, so the TCO needs to be updated. External company, Educause (horrible name) is helping with this.